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Cruises in Venice: for years, a steady growth
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Cruises in Venice: a brief overview

• From 2000 to 2012, the port of Venice saw un

unstopped steady growth in the cruise sector;

• Then the scenario became a little more

complicated;

• Over the last 15 years, the cruise terminal has

grown in capacity and efficency, becoming the

first home port of the Mediterranean.



The Venice HOME Port for cruises

Top 10 Mediterranean cruise ports; 2014 figures



Venice’s role in the Mediterranean cruise sector

Number of links between ports; 2014 figures
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Venice Cruise Terminal: a recognized best practice

The Venice Cruise Terminal can accomodate up

to 7 cruise vessels simoultaneosly, serving about

20.000 passengers a day, with their luggage,

their provisions, their cars, their needs…..



Cruises in Venice: issue or opportunity

• The relationship with the city and the lagoon

has always been extremely important to the

port of Venice and the Venice cruise terminal;

• Since the beginning, studies, surveys and

analysis have been conducted by port’s

institutions and operators to measure the role

and to assess the impact of the cruise sector

to the city;

• 14 environmantal (noise, air emissions,

vibrations, waves, …)

• 2 economic



Cruises in Venice: Strategies for the development

• The port of Venice cruise development strategy

is based on two pillars:

Long term:
how to best

accomodate

new ships and

new traffics,

preserving the

lagoon and

reinforcing the

link with the city

Short term:
port and shipping

companies commitment

towards both a more

sustainable and eco

fiendly sector

(BLUEFLAG, navigation

roles, LNG), and a strong

interaction with the city



Just recently

• The Costa Concordia accident happened

• Fear of possible accidents in Venice



Just recently

• Some stakeholder against cruises;

• Few local committees oppose the cruise, international

press echo;

• Strong support of operators and institutions to the 

sector;

High degree of uncertainity, low reliability.

L.T. and S.T. programmes and strategies modified.

EFFECTS



Conclusions

• Open the port to people;

• Raise the level of people awareness;

• Sustain dialogue and interactions;

• Go for shared and agreed development plans;

• Encourage involvement of citizens and local

actors;

• Try, as much as possible, to analyze issues

through a multi perspective approach.



Thank you very much

stefano.bonaldo@port.venice.it


